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Abstract

We have performed wide-band spectral-timing analysis for black hole binaries observed with Suzaku.
From 2005 to 2009, Suzaku observations of Cygnus X-1 in the low/hard were conducted and analyzed
in a model-independent manner. Temporal variations on short (1–2 seconds) and long (days to months)
time scales require a constant component localized below ∼ 2 keV, a broad soft one dominating in the
2–10 keV range, and a hard one mostly seen in 10–300 keV range. In view of the truncated disk/hot
inner flow picture, these are respectively interpreted as emission from the truncated cool disk, a soft
Compton component, and a hard Compton component. Long-term spectral evolution can be produced by
the constant disk increasing in temperature and luminosity as the truncation radius decreases. On much
shorter time scale, we found an electron temperature changing with time and intensity by utilizing “shot
analysis (staking analysis)” for Suzaku data for the first time. Recently we have observed the source in the
high/soft state. The temporal variability is still high and significant change found in the spectra, which
allows us to investigate disk-coronal coupling effects and their temporal evolution.
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1. Introduction

Starting with the first identification of Cygnus X-1 (here-
after Cyg X-1) as a black hole binary in the early 1970’s
(e.g., Oda et al. 1971), X-ray observations have been
playing an essential role in studying energetic astro-
physical phenomena, including mass accretion onto black
holes in particular. The spectral as well as timing stud-
ies of black hole binaries, including Cyg X-1, have estab-
lished the presence of two distinct states: the high/soft
state and the low/hard state (e.g., Remillard & McClin-
tock 2006).

In the high/soft state, the spectrum can be fairly well
reproduced by multi-color blackbody radiation (Mitsuda
et al. 1984 and Makishima et al. 1986) from so-called
“standard” accretion disk, an optically thick and geo-
metrically thin accretion disk (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973),
which releases most of the gravitational energy in locally
thermal equilibrium radiation (e.g., Dotani et al. 1997).
A powerlaw emission with a photon index of ∼ 2.5 is
also seen. Its origin is still unclear, though commonly
considered to be Compton scattering by a disk corona
with a hybrid (thermal + non-thermal) electron distri-
bution. Reflection features arising from disk regions il-
luminated by the powerlaw component are seen, though
the extent of the broadness of Fe-K lines still needs to
be investigated with high-energy resolution to separate
out a narrow emission and absorption lines from broad

ones.

In the low/hard state, most of the energy is
released in hard X-rays via un-saturated Comp-
tonization by Maxwellian electrons (e.g., Sunyaev &
Trümper 1979). The Comptonizing region (convention-
ally called “corona”) is hot with a typical electron tem-
perature of ∼ 100 keV and possibly with a much higher
ion temperature, and most probably geometrically thick
and optically thin (Narayan & Yi 1995). However, some
optically thick material is believed to be still present in
this state: there is a weak thermal component seen in
the soft X-ray bandpass which presumably provides seed
photons for the Comptonization, and there is clear evi-
dence for some reflected emission (iron lines and Comp-
ton humps; e.g., Gierlinski et al 1997; Gilfanov, Chura-
zov & Revnivtsev 1999). Furthermore, the rapid timing
properties have been still investigated in many ways.

The energy bandpass from the cool disk temperature
(∼ 0.5 keV) to hot electron temperature (∼ 200 keV)
is crucial to understand both disk and coronal proper-
ties in detail. Thus, we have observed Cyg X-1 in both
high/soft and low/hard state with Suzaku (Mitsuda et
al. 2007), by utilizing both the XIS (Koyama et al. 2007)
located on the focus of the X-ray mirror (Serlemitsos et
al. 2006) and the Hard X-ray Detector (HXD: Taka-
hashi et al. 2007; Kokubun et al. 2007; Yamada et al.
2011). Here we present the latest Cyg X-1 observations
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Fig. 1. (top) The 0.5–10 keV count-rate history of Cyg X-1, taken with the XIS0 on 2013 April 8. (bottom) The 10–60 keV count rate of
PIN. (bottom) The hardness ratios of the 10–60 keV count rates of PIN to the 0.5–10 keV XIS fluxes. All data are not corrected for the
interstellar absorption. The bin size of time is 32 sec. (This is created by Shunsuke Torii in University of Tokyo)

in the high/soft state, and report new foundlings on the
low/hard state properties in spectral decomposition and
temporal properties on short and long time scales. This
work is based on the first paper of Cyg X-1 (Makishima
et al. 2008), and the subsequent one (Torii et al. 2011).

2. Observation in the soft state

Suzaku has observed Cyg X-1 several times in the
high/soft state, because Cyg X-1 unusually has been
in the high/soft state for long time. Its wide-band and
high-quality data will allow us to reveal fine features on
absorption and emission lines and spectral-timing prop-
erties.

2.1. Lightcurves

We have observed Cyg X-1 in its high/soft state on 2013
April 8, which was taken at dipping−less phases in con-
trary to the one showing highly ionized Fe-K absorption
lines (Yamada et al. 2013). The obtained lightcurves of
XIS0, PIN, and their hardness ratios are shown in Fig-

ure 1. Even though the source stays in the high/soft
state, it shows quite significant time variability, which
lets us remind that the high/soft state of Cyg X-1 is
somewhat different from others, which drove us to ob-
serve the source in its high/soft state.

Note that such a bright source instead needs at least
two screening steps: to exclude those periods when the
telemetry of the XIS was saturated (cf., run xisgtigen
with an option of wingti=yes), and to avoid piled-up pho-
tons of the XIS. The photon pileup on the XIS data are
carefully treated according to an data-oriented method
in Yamada et al. (2012). Since adopting too small pileup
fractions (strong core excision) would increase systematic
uncertainties in the XIS and XRT response, the pileup
fraction of 3% for spectral analysis is used as a practi-
cal reason. The non X-ray background of the HXD was
subtracted from the raw data as described in Fukazawa
et al. (2009). The cosmic X-ray background was not
subtracted from either the PIN or GSO data, since its
contribution integrated over the HXD filed of view is <
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Fig. 2. Background-subtracted Suzaku spectra of Cyg X-1 taken on 2013 April 8, shown in the ratio to the power-law model with a photon
index of 2 after taking into account the detector responses. The Suzaku spectra of GX 339-4 in its very high state are superposed in light
gray as a reference, which is scaled to fit with the brightest spectrum of Cyg X-1.

0.1% of the signal in any energy range.

2.2. Wide-band spectra

Wide-band spectra are taken from several periods as
shown in Figure 2. The GSO data can be usable up
to ∼ 200 keV, and an auxiliary file of GSO is used to ad-
just its normalization to PIN (Yamada et al. 2011). The
response matrices and auxiliary response files of the XIS
were created with xissimrmfgen and xissimarfgen, re-
spectively (Ishisaki et al. 2007); the latter properly takes
into account areas used for spectral extraction, and the
widow shapes of the XIS sensors. The systematic dif-
ferences in normalization among the four (or three) XIS
sensors are less than ∼ 3% (suzakumemo 2008-061 ).

The wide-band spectra clearly show how they evolve
with time and luminosity in a complicated manner, pre-

*1 http://www.astro.isas.ac.jp/suzaku/doc/suzakumemo
/suzakumemo-2008-06.pdf

senting relatively stable disk seen below ∼ 2 keV and a
highly variable hard tail with associated reflection com-
ponents therein. In the brightest spectrum, the source
flux even below ∼ 2 keV changes significantly, which is
clearly different from the others. It may imply that at
a certain flux the disk itself or coronae closely located
around the disk start changing even below an energy
range of ∼ 2 keV. To know more in detail, we have to uti-
lize energetically-coupled disk and coronal modeling as
attempted by Tamura et al. (2012) to fully disentangle
the disk from coronal components, and their reflection.
Further analysis will be presented in the subsequent pa-
per.

2.3. Comparison to GX 339-4

The Cyg X-1 spectral shapes look more like a very high
state one than a typical high/soft state one. In Figure 2,
the Suzaku spectrum of GX 339-4 taken in the very high
state (Yamada et al. 2009) is overlaid for comparison,
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Fig. 3. νF ν Suzaku spectra of Cyg X-1 taken in the bright low/hard
state and dim low/hard state, respectively. The solid and faint
data refer to the spectra after and before removing interstellar
absorption.

where the scale of GX 339-4 is adjusted to the brightest
spectrum of Cyg X-1. Both shows a narrow Fe emission
line, but Cyg X-1 has a lower central energy of the line,
which means the ionization level of the narrow Fe-line
emitter is higher in GX 339-4. Further more, GX 339-4
seems to have more prominent hard tail above ∼ 70 keV
than Cyg X-1; in other word, Cyg X-1 has more concave
reflection hump in the PIN band, maybe reflecting the
stronger reflection or lower electron temperature. The
difference might be due to accretion geometry such as an
inclination angle, disk-corona configuration, and possibly
an extent of jet contribution to the X-ray band.

3. Observation in the low/hard state

Suzaku has observed Cyg X-1 in the low/hard state for
about half a Mega seconds, and succeeded in tracking
spectral evolution from dim to bright low/hard state as
a function of luminosity. By utilizing wide-band capa-
bility and high sensitivity, we have revealed some new
observational facts even after 40 years since its discov-
ery.

3.1. Long-term spectral changes

We have analyzed 25 Suzaku observations of Cyg X-1 in
the low/hard state taken from 2005 to 2009 (Torii et al.
2011, Yamada et al. 2013). Since Cyg X-1 has a su-
pergiant companion, the accreting gas is supplied by its
strong stellar winds. This causes episodes of increased
absorption, or dips, which are seen as decreases in soft X-
rays at near the superior conjunction of the black hole.
Since we are interested in the intrinsic emission prop-
erties of Cyg X-1, these dipping periods were removed
according to the hardness ratios. We also corrected the

XIS image for smearing effects due to thermal wobbling
of the spacecraft (Uchiyama et al. 2008).

Figure 3 shows bright and dim low/hard spectra
among the 25 spectra. As sot X-ray increases, the
spectrum becomes softer and its high-energy cutoff gets
higher. As shown in Yamada et al. (2013), a stable
soft component exists even in the low/hard state and
identified as a optically-think accretion disk emission,
but there is still soft excess emission even in the dim
low/hard state. Its origin is likely to be a variable seed
photon from cyclo-synchrotron emission or some from
overlapping region between the disk and corona. The
spectral curvature below ∼ 10 keV needs the soft Comp-
tonization (Makishima et al. 2008), which is presumably
generated from overlapping region between the disk and
corona, and increases with mass accretion rate. The soft
Compton comes to dominate the spectrum below 10 keV
in the bright low/hard state, but only makes a much
smaller contribution in the dim low/hard state.

We summarized our results on the low/hard state
in Figure 4. A cool disk exists almost certainly in
the low/hard state, which increases in luminosity and
temperature as the luminosity increases. The bright
low/hard state spectra show a clear break at ∼ 10 keV
on long time scales (days or weeks), which can be inter-
preted as at least two (hard and soft) Compton compo-
nents (Frontera et al. 2001, Makishima et al. 2008). An
additional, variable, source of seed photons is implied in
the dim low/hard state from the increase in variability
but variable soft excess (cf., Uttley et al. 2011). A pos-
sible accretion flow and spectral decomposition are pre-
sented in Figure 5. Thus there can be potentially found
four components in the Suzaku bandpass: a stable and
cool truncated disk, a variable soft blackbody-like com-
ponent, a soft Compton component from the outer flow,
and a hard Compton component from the inner flow.
Spectral fitting alone is unlikely to uniquely separate out
all these component so we urged a combined spectral-
timing method in order to robustly interpret such com-
plex data.

Based on the Suzaku results of other sources, such as
GRO J1655-40 (Takahashi et al. 2008) and GX 339-4
(Shidatsu et al. 2011), the double-Compton modeling
would be universal for the low/hard state. Further ob-
servation with Suzaku would give a clear answer to the
question.

3.2. Short-term spectral changes

We have studied rapid spectral changes in the hard X-ray
on a time scale down to ∼ 0.1 s by applying “shot analy-
sis (stacking analysis of rapid flares)” technique (Negoro
et al. 1995) to the Suzaku observations of Cygnus X-1,
taken on 2008 April 18 during the low/hard state (Ya-
mada et al. 2013). The XIS0 was operated in the timing
mode, or the Parallel-Sum (P-sum) mode, which is one
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Fig. 4. (left) A possible geometry of bright and dim low/hard states as a function of Eddington luminosity. (right) Spectral composition is
shown in νFν form for the two states. The disk, hard Compton, soft Compton, and variable soft component are indicated, while Fe-K
lines and reflection components, which presumably come from the disk, are not shown just for simplicity.

of the clocking modes in the XIS. Events in 128 rows are
summed along the Y-direction in the CCD and the sum
is treated as a single row in the subsequent process. A
timing resolution of the P-sum mode is ∼ 7.8 ms, which
is shorter than the standard mode owing to sacrificing
the imaging information along the Y-axis. Data reduc-
tion of the timing mode are different from the standard
one in the Grade selection criteria2 : Grade 0 (single
event), Grade 1, and 2 (double events) are used. The
XIS background is not subtracted because it is less than
0.01 % of the signal events.

The shot profiles are obtained over 10–200 keV with
the Suzaku HXD-PIN and HXD-GSO detector. Figure
5 shows the 10–20 keV shot profile and the fitting results
of the electron temperature. The intensity changes in a
time-symmetric way, though the hardness and electron
temperature does in a time-asymmetric way.

Such a rapid heating, possibly due to magnetic re-
connection, could explain the short (∼ 0.1s) timescale
change, though the long (∼ 1s) timescale would be re-
lated to mass accretion time scale. The mass accretion
reflected as a sonic wave can create the latter half of the

*2 see http://www.astro.isas.ac.jp/suzaku/analysis/xis/
psum recipe/Psum-recipe-20100724.pdf

peak, unless angular momentum is too small. The mass
propagating model (Manmoto et al. 1996), as depicted
in Figure 5, give an explanation for the rapid spectral
change. The viscous time scale of the corona is ∼ 1 s at
100 Rg, and the only ∼ 20% initial perturbation of mass
accretion rate at ∼ 100Rg can change the luminosity by
∼ 60%, where Rg is a gravitational radius. The results
imply the existence of some instant mechanism for direct
entropy production at the peak of flares.

3.3. Future prospectes

More detailed observation is necessary to completely
understand the physics causing the spectral variabil-
ity, such as polarization possibly from GEMS (Black
et al. 2010) and wide-band and high spectral resolution
from ASTRO-H (Takahashi et al. 2010), as well as a
gamma-ray polarization from ASTRO-H SGD detector.

4. Summary

The results we obtained are (1) inhomogeneous hot
corona and a standard disk really exists in the low/hard
state, where the disk recedes as the luminosity de-
creases on a time scale of days, (2) the electron tem-
perature changes when rapid flares occur on a time scale
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Fig. 5. (top) Time vs. 10–20 keV relative intensity and an electron temperature created by stacking lots of rapid flares. (bottom) A possible
physical interpretation of the temporal evolution of the rapid spectral change (cf. Manmoto et al. 1996).

of seconds, and (3) quite high variability and spectral
change are found even in the high/soft state, giving us
a chance to degenerate energetically-coupled disk and
coronal properties. We have been trying to analyze wide-
band Suzaku data in a relatively model-independent way,
which might sometimes appear an indirect approach but
we believe it turns out to be steady progress from a long-
term view.
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